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By Elsa Colligan

iUniverse, United States, 2011. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book
***** Print on Demand *****. In this collection, Colligan creatively pairs haiku and poems,
strengthening the value, relationships, and sensibilities of both. Her formatting of the title after the
poem creatively reinforces the haiku sense of the book while each leading haiku expertly sets the
scene and tone for the next poem. The structure quickly captures you with wonder at what comes
next. Make no mistake, this is a poetry book, but adeptly assembled to explore, mine, and extend the
links between Western and Eastern forms. With her years of writing experience, Colligan s use of
imagery and expert word-smithing makes this connection enjoyable, memorable, and enriching.
Her mature and finely developed poetic and haiku skills carry you far from the everyday, providing
the perspective and nuance at the very heart of our existence. -Francis Masat, author of Threshing
Full of lyrical verse with fresh, strong imagery, Wordwaves shines a concentrated spotlight on the
world around us; it explores the magic of nature, art, and life itself. would-be samurai- intense
games of haiku football I have trained a long time for the Olympics of self but still...
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ReviewsReviews

This pdf can be worth a read through, and a lot better than other. I really could comprehended everything using this written e book. I am just pleased to
explain how this is actually the very best book i have read through in my individual lifestyle and can be he very best publication for actually.
-- Ja clyn Pr ice-- Ja clyn Pr ice

Extensive guide! Its this kind of excellent read through. it absolutely was writtern very perfectly and helpful. Your way of life period is going to be change
when you complete reading this ebook.
-- Mur phy Dooley-- Mur phy Dooley
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